User Manual HPP Remote cable

The HPP remote cable is suitable for cars with the Haldex Performance Electronics from
Gen2 and upwards.
The cable lets you change between 3 tuning modes with the remote switch.
The cable has a memory function that always keeps the last selected tuning until next time a
button is pushed on the remote switch.
The cable has a beep sound which confirms that the signal from the remote switch was
received.
The beep signal can be muted if the jumper (JP1) is removed.

Installation:
A) Remove the main 8 pin car cable connector from the Haldex Electronics Control Unit.
Important: In order to disengage the locking lever on the connector you must pull on
the lever with one finger while also pushing down the connector. The lever you are
pulling on (with one finger) will then snap open and you can pull off the connector.
This is the only way to disengage the connector without causing damage to it.
B) Next step is to connect the tuning cable to the electronics unit and connect it to the 8
pin car cable connector. Important: Make sure that you push the connectors firmly on
until you hear a snap when the lever engages. These are watertight connectors. If they
are not closed correctly water may creep into the electronics.
C) Now you should route the cable ending in the 4 pole small connector through the car
body so you get the connector inside of the car. Important: The remote receiver is not
watertight and must be placed inside. Do not put the receiver for example between the
inner and outer fender body steel. This may block the radio signal from the remote
transmitter.
D) Connect the remote receivers mating 4 pole connector and attach the remote receiver
to the body with the enclosed velcro strip.

E) Start the car and let it idle. Press a button on the remote transceiver. You should hear a
beep sound when you press a button. The beep confirms that the receiver has switched
to your selection of tuning.

Beep sound level:
If you want to reduce the beep sound level, one simple way is to tape over the hole on the
remote receiver box above the loudspeaker.
If you want it to be completely silent you need to open the remote receiver box and remove
the jumper (JP1):

Battery replacement:
The battery is a 12V type 27A. Keep the remote transmitter on a tray in order to not loose any
of the 3 small screws holding it together. Replace the battery and screw the parts together
again. Make sure the pushbutton silicon rubber is in the right position.

Adding a new remote transmitter:
If you have a replacement remote transmitter or want to add an extra remote transmitter the
receiver need to learn the new remote transmitter code.
A) Open the receiver box
B) Start the car and let the engine idle
C) Press the button on the receiver board for one second
D) Press and release any button on the new remote transmitter within 30 seconds
E) The led flashes and goes off meaning the learning were successful.

